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AIM

Establishing a causal link between coastal cliff erosion and environmental
drivers in England, in order to forecast the role of climate change in cliff retreat.
DATA
CLIFF SETTINGS

ENVIRONMENTAL DRIVERS
*

Lithology
Slope
Aspect
Faulting
Bedding
Weathering
Beach profile / coastal defences if present

•
•
•
•
•

Wave height, period, direction
Water level (tides and/or storm surge)
Rainfall
Temperature (e.g. frost days)
Pore water pressure

Data

Data

Holderness Coast (most rapidly eroding in Europe)
21 events over a ~35 km stretch

> 15 years LiDAR
Aerial photography
Historic maps
UAV / TLS (site-specific)
BGS** National Landslide Database (since 1835)
Bedrock + surface geology
High resolution satellite imagery (e.g. Planet)

Terrestrial

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Terrestrial

1753 coastal landslides
recorded since 1853

Marine

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parameters
Marine

Parameters

• 38 Directional wave buoys
• Climate Indices (e.g. NAO)
• 191 Weather stations (Met Office WOW,
MIDAS, Coastal Monitoring Programmes
• EA** Rain Gauges
• Climate reanalyses (e.g. ERA-Interim)
• Climate projections (e.g. UKCP18)
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Jurassic Coast
137 events over a ~35 km stretch
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Example height profiles extracted from LiDAR point cloud between 2006 and 2018

OBJECTIVES
3D point cloud difference between 2006 and 2018 at Sidmouth, Devon, UK

Identify spatial and
temporal types of
cliff erosion.
Frequency –
magnitude
distribution of
events

Determine causal
link between cliff
erosion and
environmental
drivers

Define site
susceptibility to
erosion

Develop /
implement geomechanical model
to estimate future
cliff recession
rates

Estimate future cliff
recession rates by
running the model
in climate change
scenarios
(UKCP18)

OPEN QUESTIONS
•
•
•
•
•

How representative is the BGS landslide record of susceptibility to erosion?
Can high resolution satellite data be used as an indicator of landslide events?
What role does vegetation play in the stability of eroding coastlines?
What is the role of coastal defences on cliff retreat?
Is harvesting of news/social media a possible data source?

* Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government License v3.0. Source: BGS
** BGS: British Geological Survey; EA: Environment Agency
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